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Chapter 174 Join Hands to cheat Others

Paige brought Jairo backstage. There was only a long table here, and the man sitting in the middle was the leader of Wolf Gang,

Easton.

Easton was of mixed blood, and when he smiled, it didn’t make people feel warm. Instead, it made him look colder and

eviler.

“I didn’t expect the leader of Flame Gang to be a woman. How interesting!”

Easton looked into Paige’s eyes and smiled particularly obsessively. “It seems that you are a stunning beauty.”

Easton thought, just this pair of clear and bright eyes are seductive enough.

I wonder how devastatingly beautiful this woman will be if she takes off her mask…

Jairo was so furious that he even wanted to dig out Easton’s lecherous eyes. If not for the fact that Paige wanted the Heavenly

Ginseng, Jairo would have already pulled out his knife and stabbed it into Easton’s eyes.

Paige **the chair over with her long leg and sat down domineeringly. “It seems that the buyer in Room 1 has no sense of time.”

“Who says we don’t have a sense of time?” Rhys said.

As soon as Rhys finished his words, a handsome man stepped backstage. The man suddenly noticed the woman sitting on the

left side of the long table. Paige? What is she doing here? Martin thought.

Rhys thought that he had just heard Paige’s voice at first. But he believed it was his illusion since he had often stayed with Paige

recently.

Rhys didn’t expect that after stepping into the door with Martin, he would find the woman sitting next to the long table was really

Paige, who Martin had been longing for all the time.

Shouldn’t Ms. Paige be off work and go back home for dinner now?

How could she show up in the Triangle Area as a buyer?

Rhys was stunned.

Martin was also surprised. When Adam went to send some dessert to Paige in the afternoon, Paige said that she was in a

meeting and could not leave.

Martin thought, how could Paige possibly have a meeting in the Triangle Area?

Chicago is at least eight hours’ flight away from the Triangle Area.

To be able to attend the auction means that Paige set off not long after I left Chicago…

In other words, Paige lied to me.

Paige did not expect that the man who stepped in was actually Martin. It was simply embarrassing.

Jairo was also stunned for a few seconds. Jairo thought, isn’t that Boss’ husband? Is he the boss of Microvay Gang?

It seems that Boss and Martin did not know each other’s real identity… How amusing!

Seeing how Paige looked now, Jairo felt really amused. Jairo was about to laugh, but Paige glared at him.

When Easton saw Martin, the frivolity from before was gone, replaced by respect and flattery.

“Mr. Stowe, you are here.” Easton personally pulled the chair on the right for Martin and said, “Please take a seat. I’m

sorry the environment here is not good, Mr. Stowe.”

Martin sat opposite Paige. Even though Paige was wearing a cap and a mask, revealing only a pair of eyes, he would Just

recognize her by her figure and expression.

Martin was sure it was his girl, Paige.

Seeing Martin staring at Paige, Easton thought that as opponents, they must be furious to see each other. Easton hurriedly

mediated. “Let me introduce you first. This is the boss of Microvay Gang, Mr. Stowe.”

Paige thought, it is really Martin.

Realizing this, Paige curled her lips. “Nice to meet you.”

“This is the boss of Flame Gang, Mr. Pierre. I had no idea that you are a girl.”

The way Easton looked at Paige was like a wolf eyeing its prey. That undisguised ambition and greed made Martin’s gaze turn

cold.

“Does Mr. Cowan have a crush on Ms. Pierre?”

Easton did not sense the coldness and displeasure in Martin’s tone and said with a smile, “If you can’t get the money later, you

will have to stay here, Ms. Pierre.”

After all, Easton did not believe that a single Flame Gang could easily take out more than 500 million dollars.

“Ms. Pierre, you didn’t bid at will just now, did you?” Easton asked and thought to himself, this way, I can take this beauty into my

arms. Then Flame Gang will also go into my hands….

If I can both have this beauty and expand my sphere of influence at the same time so easily this way, it must be

destiny.

Paige clearly knew what Easton was thinking. She coldly smiled, “Of course, I can stay here if I can’t pay, but 1 am afraid that Mr.

Cowan does not dare to accept it.”

Easton laughed, “You must be joking, Ms. Pierre. As the boss of Wolf Gang, I can afford to have anyone I want!”

The more Easton looked at Paige, the more he felt that she was pleasing to the eye. Although she was a woman, there was a

cold aura around her and she just looked especially charming.

Martin looked at Paige and said, “I didn’t expect you to become a boss of a gang at such a young age, Ms. Pierre.”

“Same to you.”

In terms of age, Paige and Martin were only a few years apart.

Martin looked into Paige’s eyes and said solemnly, “Do you know what this place is?”

Martin thought, it is Wolf Gang, where people will be treated ruthlessly and cruelly. As a girl, how could Paige dare to come here

with just one subordinate?

Rhys also admires Paige’s courage.

Rhys thought, although I also came here with Mr. Stowe alone, there are many other subordinates guarding outside with high-

end weapons.

In addition, Mr. Stowe and I are stronger than everyone here, so we swaggered in.

But Ms. Paige actually came here with only one subordinate so boldly, and what’s worse, the subordinate doesn’t look very

strong. And she is even sitting here…

When Easton heard this, Easton thought that Martin doubted Paige’s ability and wealth and thought that Paige was

overestimating herselt. Easton thought, otherwise, why would Martin ask the woman if she knew where this place

was?

Since the woman is now in my domain, if she doesn’t have the money, there is no way she can leave alive!

“Don’t worry, Mr. Stowe. Il Ms. Pierre doesn’t have enough money, then the Heavenly Ginseng will be yours.” Easton

said with a smile.

Easton thought, of course, if so, the woman must stay and be mine!

“How much does Ms. Pierre intend to pay?” Martin looked at Paige and asked with interest.

Paige guessed that Martin wanted the Heavenly Ginseng to save Rosa.

Although Paige did not know how Martin got to know that the Heavenly Ginseng could save Rosa, Paige thought since their goal

was the same, there was no need to spend more money.

“Mr. Cowan, I want to know if the price we offered just now still counts?” Paige looked at Easton.

Easton still had a lustful look in his eyes. It seemed as if he was fascinated by Paige.

Easton thought, in the auction just now, the price had already reached the price of 552.8 million dollars.

If it continues to rise….

Easton smiled lustfully, “Of course not. Now, both of you will bid again.”

“The starting price is 4.8 million dollars?”

“Yes.”

“Okay, then 4.8 million dollars,” Paige directly offered a price.

Easton froze for a moment, thinking, what is going on? Shouldn’t she add more on the base of 552.8 million dollars? How could

she directly start all over again?

Martin had just lit the lamp up, so if Paige had bid 4.8 million dollars, he would naturally add another 4.8 million

dollars.

“9.6 million dollars,” Martin slowly bid.

“Okay, I give up. The Heavenly Ginseng is yours.”

Perhaps Easton did not expect that Paige would do this, he immediately shouted, “Wait a moment! You should continue to

increase the price on the basis of 552.8 million dollars!”

Easton thought, otherwise, I will suffer a great loss!

How could the priceless Heavenly Ginseng be sold for only 9.6 million dollars?

If so, I can’t earn anything.

And the auction I just held is meaningless.
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